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Topics to be Covered 

• Introduction and Starting Perspectives 

• Getting Prepared: What to Study & Know 

• Getting Actively Involved & Getting Connected 

• Collecting and Sharing Information 

• Selecting a Strategic Approach 

• Getting Started & Moving Forward 
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INTRODUCTION AND 
STARTING PERSPECTIVES 
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Why?  The Value Agenda 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond from “induction to emergence”Anesthesiologists must demonstrate value: To each other, To the surgeons, the team, To the hospital/health system, To the payer, To the patientCMS and the private market are demanding that providers demonstrate value.Several years of Rovenstine lectures and previous ASA articles and commentary have described and encouraged the anesthesiologist’s role in enhancing the value of health care.
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Why?  Battling Public Perception 
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A number of high-income specialties — radiology, ophthalmology, 
anesthesiology and dermatology — are often called the “lifestyle 
specialties,” because training is more compatible with a home life than 
some other disciplines and there are fewer emergencies in these fields.  

“... I am guessing they forgot about obstetric and trauma anesthesia 
care and late night emergency surgery on septic octogenarian patients 
with small bowel obstructions.” 

- Brilliant ASA member. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of you probably saw this article in LAST WEEK’s NYT. Interesting contrast reading January 2014 Anesthesiology about a 1 in 150 perioperative mortality rate in Africa and this diatribe in the NY Times today. 



Motivation and PCMH Implementation 
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Higher Implementation Scores Lower Implementation Scores 

• Took active role in learning • Felt a need for external 
teaching 

• Took the initiative to promote 
change 

• Felt a need for external 
direction in promoting 
change 

• All or most team members 
invested in change 

• Placed responsibility on one 
person; had influential 
resistors 

Source: Selected findings from Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. Assessing and Increasing Readiness for Patient-Centered 
              Medical Home Implementation. Research Summary No. 9. March 2012. Page 5. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motivation, starting expectations, perspectives, attitude are important.  There are key lessons from PCMH implementation.



Capability and PCMH Implementation 
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Higher Implementation Scores Lower Implementation Scores 
Barriers = challenges to overcome: Barriers = imposed obstacles: 
• Time demands necessary to 

produce desired change 
• Time demands are unfeasible 

and cut into patient volume 

• Quickly implemented and 
benefited from HIT 

• HIT too costly and time-
consuming; lack of “champion” 

• Expected hard work and long-
term, accepted failures & 
successes 

• Expected quick change; 
thought process was too much 
time and effort 

Source: Selected findings from Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. Assessing and Increasing Readiness for Patient-Centered  
              Medical Home Implementation. Research Summary No. 9. March 2012. Page 5. 



Challenges to PCMH Adoption 

• Start-up and maintenance costs can be high. 

• Payer incentives don’t always align with necessary 
tasks. 

• Physician adoption can be a major challenge. 

• Robust health information technology is essential. 

• The model doesn’t fit well with all types of practices. 

• The supply of primary care physicians is inadequate. 
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Source: Deloitte Development LLC. Issue Brief: Medical Home 2.0: The Present, The Future. 2011. 



Is There a Compelling Reason? 

? It’s the best delivery model for quality and cost-effective (i.e., 
high value) surgical patient care.  It helps achieve “the Triple 
Aim.” 

? Anesthesiologists are in the best position to lead the PSH 
initiative; and it’s the best way to demonstrate the value of the 
physician anesthesiologist. 

? If we don’t take the lead, someone else will (e.g., hospitalists, 
surgeons).  In some circumstances, that might be “okay.” 

? The SGR proposals encourage alternate payment models 
(APMs); the PSH is a vehicle for APMs. 

? The risks associated with “doing nothing” are too great. 
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(Pre-)Starting “How”s 

1. Talk to your practice (yourself); conduct a 
preliminary informal assessment. 
– Regarding interest level, willingness to work, and 

organizational capacity and capabilities. 

2. Review & internalize the “lessons learned” from the 
PCMH implementation journey . 
– i.e., the importance of motivation and perspective on “barriers” 

3. Develop a shared vision of “why” and the PSH 
“elevator speech” for your HCO administration, 
patients, and practice partners (and yourself). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll talk about a more formal assessment in a few minutes.In my experience, where there’s a will, there’s a way; and where there is no will, there is no way…Shared vision – sounds like one of those corny MBA/management things, but very helpful.  --- Benefits to various parties identified by ASA.ASA can certainly help with #3. – we are drafting this…



GETTING PREPARED 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
More preparation…



4. Recognize that “Masterful work 
    requires preparation.” 
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• Identify the multiple—and possibly competing or 
conflicting—goals for your project, and to whom 
those goals matter. 

• Figure out the best people to help with this project, 
and how to mobilize people around a shared goal. 

• Get clear on the scope of the work and make sure the 
resources are in place. 

• Build on learning from previous projects, and draw 
strength from experience and knowing your own 
strengths. 

Source: Batalden P. Making improvement interventions happen–the work before the work: four leaders speak. 
             BMJ Qual Saf 2014;23:4-7. 

“ 

” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gates FoundationNHS quality and innovationJohns HopkinsIHI (Institute for Healthcare Improvement) 



5. Review PSH-Relevant Articles 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
PSH and related (ERAS) articlesThere are > 150 articles references in this preliminary literature review.  An update is forthcoming.



6. Review Relevant Non-PSH Material 

• Donabedian A. The quality of care: how can it be 
assessed? JAMA. 1988;260;1743-48.. 

• Jensen NF, Tinker JH. Quality in anesthesia care: 
Lessons from industry and a proposal for valid 
measurement and improvement. Clin Perform 
Qual Health Care. 1993;1(3):138-51. 

13 1/24/2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Performance measures; how to get things done (leadership), how to negotiate.



7. Get to Know Change Management… 

• = the process, tools and techniques to manage the 
people-side of change to 
achieve the required 
business outcome. 

• Incorporates the 
organizational tools to 
help individuals make 
successful personal 
transitions resulting in the 
adoption and realization of change. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You, someone in your practice.
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…And Know the Challenges of Change 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
#7 continued.  Besides a popular buzzword, change management is real, and is very challenging.  This is a collection of the “top 10” articles on change.



8. Get to Know One or More Other 
    Performance Improvement Processes 
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Plan, Do, Study, Act 

Continuous 
Process 
Improvement 

Evaluate 

Assess Design 

Implement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You or someone in your practice;  seminars, courses, articles, web-based training, etc.In addition, the Institute for Healthcare Improvement uses the “Model for Improvement” as the framework to guide improvement work. You get the point; there are many approaches as there are many diets, each with its pros and cons, but all addressing the fundamental issues of efficiency and effectiveness.



9. Know What’s Up with CMS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s a lot going on within CMS, from ACOs to PQRS to VBPM. -- many topics being discussed at PM 2014Each one of these could be covered in depthOkay; what does “know” mean --- Do not be afraid of this stuff.  And there are experts within ASA. 



10. Know Your HCO’s Strategic Position 

• Environmental Assessment/ 
Situation Audit  
– SWOT analysis 

• Quality and cost performance 
• Priority service lines, centers of excellence 

– Physician groups, structures, utilization 
• Use of hospitalists 

– Relationships with payers & HCOs 
• Competitive positioning 
• PCMH and ACO initiatives 

• Goals and Strategic Priorities 
– What’s really important to your HCO 

governance and leadership? 
1/24/2014 18 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VERY Important.Feb NEWSLETTER on prevalence of hospitalists by state.
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11. Review What Others Are Saying/Doing 

SHM’s guide to building a co-management program: 
 Identify Obstacles and Challenges 
 Clarify Roles and Responsibilities 
 Identify a Champion 
 Address Financial Issues 
 Measure Performance 

 

Sources: http://www.hospitalmedicine.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Home&Template=/CM/HTMLDisplay.cfm&ContentID=25895 
                http://www.bcbsm.com/providers/value-partnerships/collaborative-quality-initiatives.html 

• Michigan Bariatric Surgery Collaborative 
• Michigan Society of Thoracic and 

Cardiovascular Surgeons Quality Collaborative 
• Michigan Surgical Quality Collaborative 
• Michigan Trauma Quality Improvement Program 
• Perioperative Outcomes Initiative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SHM website is impressive, the “guides” are not dissimilar to our discussions today.  I would agree with the basics…



Review and Follow ASA’s Progress 

12. Review prior ASA commentary and Rovenstine 
lectures. 

– Miller RD: Report of the Task Force on Future Paradigms of 
Anesthetic Practice. 2005.  

– Warner MA: Who Better than Anesthesiologists? 2006. 
– Kapur PA: The Future Practice of Anesthesiology. 2008. 
– Miller RD: The Pursuit of Excellence. 2009. 
– Kapur PA: Leading Into the Future. 2012. 

13. Follow ASA’s progress via: 
– PSH Learning Collaborative updates 
– PSH website 
– Ongoing communications 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The seeds, the impetus for the PSH have been planted years ago.MILLER, 2005“Most certainly science and technology are creating more ways to both use and not use the anesthesiologist’s skills. No doubt, health care delivery systems, and hospitals in particular, will favor the specialty that provides more overall value and diversity of practice paradigms.”WARNER 2006Remember, everything that we do—except for our core values of providing, overseeing, and improving the care of critically ill patients and those with acute procedural or chronic pain—can, should, and must change as our environment changes.KAPUR 2008Physicians need to orient themselves to:Invasive procedure management and postprocedure care a. Oversight of other providers for straightforward andmid-complexity careb. Personal care of the most ill, most complex patientsc. Subspecialty anesthesiology care2. Sophisticated care for multi-system, critical illness3. Pain management4. Pre-operative evaluation and management5. Continuum of care from the emergency department to OR to ICU6. OR management7. Organization and medical management of acute care support services, such as respiratory therapy, critical care transport teams, invasive procedures teams, TEE teams outside the OR, or other institutional needs for the knowledge and skill sets of anesthesiologistsMILLER, 2009The Pursuit of Excellence  (47th Rovenstine)KAPUR, 2012“We . . . need to ask: As anesthesiologists, are we leveraging our costly knowledge and skills to the greatest extent, to provide the components of the patient care process for which our education and training are necessary?”



GETTING INVOLVED & CONNECTED 
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It Is Now Time for The Team 

“The past 50 years have been 
marked by advances in the 
science of medicine. 
 
The next 50 will be marked by 
improvements in the 
organization and teamwork of 
how health care is delivered.” 

1/24/2014 

 - Charles H. Mayo 
 January 1913 Source: Joe Damore, VP of Population Health 

             Premier Inc.  9/11/2013. 
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14.-19. Get Involved. 
            Know: Relationships Matter  

14.Join the PSH collaborative. 

15.Participate in HCO-wide QI and 
efficiency initiatives. 

16.Take another clinician to lunch 
to strategize about the PSH. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
QI Committee, Efficiency Committee, Value CommitteeOther clinician – surgeon, hospitalist, OR nurseGet to know these people and their concerns; assess relative strengths and weaknesses.Not just one-time deals on these; substantial, sweat equity, volunteerism.
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14.-19. Get Involved. 
            Know: Relationships Matter  

17.Begin to formulate who the 
PSH project leader should be. 

18.Take a “suit” to lunch. 

19.Become an effective and 
“wanted” leader. 
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• The C-suite: CEO, COO, 
CFO, CNO, CIO, CSO 

• Other VPs: Service 
line/COE leadership 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QI Committee, Efficiency Committee, Value CommitteeOther clinician – surgeon, hospitalist, OR nurseGet to know these people and their concerns; assess relative strengths and weaknesses.Not just one-time deals on these; substantial, sweat equity, volunteerism.



What does HCO administration 
seek in physician leadership? 
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  1. Collaborative and cooperative 
  2. Strong listening skills 
  3. Communication skills 
  4. Self-confidence and mental resilience  
  5. Humility 
  6. Lack of arrogance 
  7. Appreciative of others 
  8. Mentoring 
  9. Values life balance — "Real doctor, real person" 
10. Vision 

Source: North Shore-LIJ Health System, Manhasset, New York. http://www.beckershospitalreview.com/  
             hospital-physician-relationships/10-characteristics-of-physician-leaders.html 

Desired Characteristics from One Health System’s 
Physician High-Potential Leadership Program  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wow!



20. Recognize Management-Speak   

• It’s a paradigm shift 

• ROI [used in any sentence]  

• I’m a team player/we only hire team players 

• We think outside the box here/color outside the lines  

• It’s like the book “Crossing the Chasm”/“Blue Ocean”/ 
“Good To Great”/“Tipping Point”/“Outliers”  

• We need to monetize/strategize/analyze/incentivize 
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Source: http://www.forbes.com/sites/ericjackson/2012/06/19/89-business-cliches-that-will-get-any-mba-promoted-to- 
             middle-management-and-make-them-totally-useless/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blame Forbes for these.  Seriously, don’t be afraid to learn health care administration’s language; walk in their shoes, etc.It’s a paradigm shift = I don’t know what’s going on inour business. But we’re not making as much money as weused to.ROI [used in any sentence] = Look at me, I’m veryfinancially-minded, even if I never took any financeclasses in school .I’m a team player/we only hire team players =I hope everyone on the team thinks this is a meritocracy,even though I’m the dictator in chargeWe think outside the box here/color outside the lines= We wouldn’t know about how to do something innovative if it cameup to us and bit us in the behindIt’s like the book “Crossing the Chasm”/”BlueOcean”/”Good To Great” / “Tipping Point” / “Outliers”= I’ve never read any of these books but I sound literate if I quotefrom them. And, besides, you cretins probably never read them eitherto call me out on itWe need to monetize/strategize/analyze/incentivize =When in doubt, stick “-ize” on the end of a word and say we’ve got todo this and 9 out of 10 times, it will sound action-oriented



COLLECTING & 
SHARING INFORMATION 
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21. Know PSH Measurement Goals 

• Measure patient/family experience 

• Measure achievement of clinical goals for the 
indicated procedure. 

• Measure and track the cost of care 

• Demonstrate continuous quality improvement 

• Report (joint) performance externally 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know, but also think and plan how you can get started on any of this..



How to Get There with Information 
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22.Willingly share whatever your practice has regarding 
Cost and Quality of anesthesia and perioperative care. 

23.Develop  selected targets/benchmarks and monitor.  

24.Develop joint outcome measures (initiate, participate). 

25.Be willing to pilot efforts; use manual processes. 

26.Know where to get relevant  data within your HCO and 
start getting it (e.g., util. trends by type of surgery). 

27.Help “fix” data problems; be a part of the solution. 

28.Join the Anesthesia Quality Institute (AQI). 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, maybe this is #22A-#22G, and not 22-28; but important.Who to call, name. What system/report.Yes there are data problems and there are unintended consequences and data may be used in an “unfair” manner.  True, and probably true for many years to come.  Smart folks like you get on board, involved, educate, change.  Be part of the solution.Joint – that’s what CMS and other payers seem to want/demandMany of these are initially discussed during your “take a suit to lunch” program.



SELECTING A 
STRATEGIC APPROACH 
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Phase I 
• Standardized UC 

Health Wide 
Preoperative 
Approach 

Phase II 
• Joint 

Replacement 
Surgical Home 

Phase III 
• Urological 

Surgical Home 

UC Health’s Journey 
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Davis  Irvine  Los Angeles  San Diego  San Francisco 

Locations System-wide 3 campuses 2 campuses 

Stage Preoperative All Stages All Stages 

Clinical Focus ALL Elective Elective Orthopedics Elective Urological 

Source:  Adapted from CHQI Quality Enterprise Risk Management  Proposal, “Looking into the Future: A UC 
Wide Innovative Preoperative Assessment and Surgical Home.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am not Dr. Kain and may not have interpreted the documents 100% accurately.This is an early decision – phase or whole hog



UC Health’s Process 
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Davis  Irvine  Los Angeles  San Diego  San Francisco 

Source:  Adapted from CHQI Quality Enterprise Risk Management  Proposal, “Looking  
               into the Future: A UC Wide Innovative Preoperative Assessment and Surgical Home.” 

Phase I 
UC Wide Steering Committee  

• Focused on standardizing 
preoperative care 

• Regular conference calls 

Phase II 
Individual Campus Leadership Group 

- Joint Surgical Hospital - 

Team A: 
Pre-

operative 

Team B: 
Intra-

operative 

Team C: 
Post-

operative 

Team D: 
Post-

discharge 

Team E: 
Quality 

Assurance 

Team F: 
Research 

• Leadership group with reps from 6 teams 

• Meets weekly; trained in Lean Six Sigma 

Team Members 
Anesthesiologists 
Surgeons 
Nurse managers 
Hospitalists 
Pain Management 
Pharmacy 

Resp Therapy 
PT/OT 
Discharge planning 
Quality/safety reps 
Data analysts 
Social work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOALS:Reduce surgical case cancellationsEach 1% decrease in cancellation rate results in $6M additional revenueReduce cost of inappropriate preoperative testingReduce incidence of errorsBe at 95% of national SCIP benchmarksReduce surgical site infections, postop pneumonia, UTI, DT, MI (NSQIP measures)Reduce incidence of top 5 surgical complications (wound infection, delirium, sepsis, renal failure, respiratory failure)Reduce rates of readmissions after surgeryReduce LOSImprove patient, physician, nurse satisfaction with perioperative process
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When Specialty-Specific vs. Hospital-Wide 
Makes Sense 
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Sp
ec

ia
lty

-S
pe

ci
fic

 • High-volume, high cost 
specialties 

• Elective cases 
• Cases with multiple 

morbidities/complications 
• Established center of 

excellence exists 
• Global/bundled payment 

pilots in place 
• Surgeon interest/champion 
• Evidence-based practices 

exist for specialty 
• Team-based care is 

prevalent in specialty 

Ho
sp

ita
l-W

id
e • Wide-scale service line 

structure 
• Wide-scale efficiency 

training in place 
• Very active quality 

improvement committee 
and evidence-based 
practice development 

• Robust, enterprise-wide 
data warehouse and 
analytics function available 

• ACO model or wide-scale 
risk contracts in place 
 

Ortho Cardiac Urology Ex: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not set in stone.



The “How”s Become More Difficult 

29.Think/discuss/decide among practice. 
30.Should be connected enough to form PSH committee 

or task force. 
– Change name if needed: Surgical Home, Enhanced Perioperative 

Services (EPS), etc.  

31.Conduct formal meeting of a broad multidisciplinary 
group (clinical and administrative).  
– Employ “best practices” in conducting a meeting 
– First meeting: Begin to discuss common vision of “why,” goals, 

work groups, surgical focus, specific follow-up action steps (e.g., 
funding/finance, additional information needs)  

– LISTEN. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After doing (or starting on) doing everything above.Who to invite – at a minimum, folks you had lunch with



GETTING STARTED & 
MOVING FORWARD 
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Getting Started  

First, do all (most) of the above #1 – #31. 
32. Identify a project leader/champion. 

– It need not be you, but that would be great. 

33.Continue team building/vision development & sharing. 

34.Conduct an honest self-assessment of HCO readiness. 

35.Attend 2-3 relevant conferences/sessions. 
– Not just anesthesiology sponsored. 
– Bring a new friend or two (e.g., surgeon, CNO, CFO, CSO, COO, 

service line administrator, or even an HCO board member). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of initial committee meetings…UCI PSH symposium



Readiness Assessment (draft sample) 
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Surgical Home 
Concepts 

Subject Matter 
Readiness 

Regulatory/ 
Payment Trends 

Quality/Change 
Management 

Organizational/ 
Cultural 

Readiness 

Organizational 
Structure 

Provider 
Structure/Team 

Based Care 

Leadership 
Engagement in 

Quality 

Programmatic 
Readiness 

Preoperative 
Elements 

Intraoperative 
Elements 

Postoperative 
Elements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASA working on a Readiness Assessment tool; probably modeled after NCQA’s PCMH readiness assessment tool.  It will be an interactive scoring form and will be another source of practical next steps on how to begin or advance toward a PSH.Ideally, an open access venue to share tips, techniques, and tools…



Getting Started – continued 

36.Begin to nail down program goals and metrics. 
– Use the S.M.A.R.T. guidelines 

37.Develop formal timeline and primary responsibilities. 
– Remember, human resource capacity is often more constrained 

than capital resources. 

38.Develop a preliminary description,  including specific 
components and processes to be part of the PSH. 
– Identify any funding requirements (initial investment) for new 

“unpaid” services. 

39.Develop weekly and daily checklists. 
– DO SOMETHING DAILY to help move the PSH forward. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SMART = Different meanings:  specific, measurable, attainable (or achievable), relevant (or result-oriented or realistic) and time-boundPart of initial committee meetings…And why would HCO provide funding?UCI PSH symposium



And Before Payment Reform… 

40.Work with HCO finance staff to use chargemaster  to 
track “uncompensated” PSH activities.  
– Outside of CPT world (where changes will take a while) 
– Chargemasters (or charge description masters [CDM]) are 

HCO-specific 
– Disastrous PR recently; yet listed charges essentially 

irrelevant 
– Some states require posting of CDMs (e.g., CA) 
– CDMs also used for cost accounting, and tracking of 

physician-hospital joint ventures and pilot clinical programs 
– Can be used to track (proposed) PSH activities 
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Use of Chargemaster or CDM… 

• Strategy may not be viable in some HCOs. 
• Why track utilization even if not directly paid for 

activity? 
• What type of activity? 

– In or not in PSH? 
– Preoperative assessment(s) 
– Consultations 
– Review of medical records 
– Post-operative pain plans 
– “Extra” performance improvement action items 
– Special, selected outcomes tracked 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why? For costing, set up of quasi-experimental design (pre-post, cost accounting, etc.)No we did not talk about developing infrastructure for managing bundled payments or capitation or even how the PSH should use the HCO’s capabilities to do so.  And discussions of IBNR reserves, reinsurance, withholds, risk pools and claims adjudication are “Part 2” of this discussion.� 
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Thank you! 

t.miller@asahq.org 
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ask.hpr@asahq.org 

You CAN Do This! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My purpose here was not clinical implementation details, but motivation and some 40 action items to think about to develop organizational willingness, to prepare, and to get buy-in down the road. PSH development will be both evolutionary and revolutionary.EMAIL ME.  Ask me  -- prefer you use the first email.
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